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“Twenty-five already... damn!”. This edition

beautiful. It is an important part of the

is quite the milestone for our burgeoning

designer I am today.” says an ex-chief.

square-shaped magazine, and we thought

Another adds “I gained a lot of knowledge

that this would be a great moment to look

concerning lay-out and pressing a magazine,

back and reflect. That’s why we looked at

which I still use in my current job.”

all twenty-four issues preceding this
anniversary edition. The alert reader will

The UNiD started at a time where the faculty

recognise subjects and titles because we

had a closed attitude, it didn’t even have a

have rewritten old UNiD articles or placed

Facebook page or demo days. The UNiD was

them in a contemporary context.

a way of communication within the faculty
“The new UNiD, for you and by you.”

First of all, I’d like to take you on a trip down

and study association. Nowadays the faculty
adopts a more open attitude, which is why

memory lane of UNiD history. I recently

The current committee likes to think of the

the focus changed to communicating little

experienced this history while talking to

UNiD as a professional magazine where we

bits of our community to the world,

ex-chiefs and went back all the way to issue

as students simulate an editorial office. This

attracting as many interesting people and

twelve, where the magazine was very

fits our educational model perfectly where

companies as we can. In return, the students

experimental in every way such as in depth

we are expected to be junior employees at

receive answers on questions that might be

of articles, graphical experiments and

the faculty. Working in the committee

raised when you are an Industrial Design

material explorations. For example, the

educates regular Industrial Design students,

student including information about

fourteenth issue was a poster using sunlight

like myself, to be a part of something

internships, future plans, and the world of

to merge the front and back graphics. And

professional. The UNiD is one of the few

design.

number fifteen only used three colours to

Lucid committees which attracts various

build the entire UNiD which was a major

types of members. “With the great vertical

With this edition, we would like to present

photoshop challenge. By the time of the

integration with knowledge transfer, first

this commemorative UNiD, for you, by you.

seventeenth edition, the focus changed and

year students get the chance to learn from

the connection with the readers became a

master students and once they become the

key point. This resulted in a refined vision:

masters they can return the favour. That’s

Oscar van Beek
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INTERVIEW

Q&A

EXECUTIVE
BOARD

lay-out: Luke Noothout, foto: Koen Scheltenaar

The changes that are executed within our

university. To get the direction’s perspective on

facutly do not stand alone, but are part of a

this we asked Jan Mengelers (head of College

bigger re-organisation of the whole university.

van Bestuur) & Hans van Duijn (rector

The Bachelor College for example, a

magnificus), both of College van Bestuur, the

reorganisation which influenced not only the

university’s top management, for some

curriculum of our study, but the whole

clarification.

Introduction
The changes within Industrial Design have been
part of a big reorganisation of the University of
Technology. The Bachelor College, for instance, has
not only influenced the curriculum of the study, but
the entire university’s.
Besides the interview with Miguel Bruns we found
an opportunity to talk with Jan Mengelers and Hans
van Duijn of the Board of Education for their insights
on all the ongoing changes and their vision on
Industrial Design.
What is the CvB’s current vision?
Hans van Duijn: “We are striving to educate
engineers for the future who are experts in their
own disciplines, but at the same time have the ability
to take into account what is outside their field of
expertise. They are internationally oriented and
have an entrepreneurial attitude.
The Bachelor College forms the base of developing
all these skills and competencies.
Through the USE-packages, students gain an
understanding of the societal and historical contexts

“What I believe other students can learn from ID is that
the lights stay on until eleven. The enthusiasm and
ambience in the faculty of ID has by its nature what the
Solar team has for a specific challenge.”

in which they will work in.”
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As a university you focus on different centres of research, what do these
consist of?
Hans van Duijn: “We have three main focusses with our research. Scientific
research where professors produce scientific knowledge; science for industry;
and our focus on society which contains the three strategic areas: Health,
Energy and Smart Mobility. Industrial design has a natural fit with research
for the industry.
However, the second cash flow has drastically dropped due to a lack of larger
collaborations with the industry. There is, with increasing pressure, a need to
improve research outcomes, successes and increase collaborations with the
industry, OCW and NWO.
I believe that this is how the faculty can increase their cash flow: by focusing
on the research elements within this area.”

“The fledgling faculty has grown into a full fledged one
and should always be part of any Technical University.”
What is CvB’s vision on Industrial Design?
Hans van Duijn: “Industrial Design has been a faculty that builds a bridge
between humans and technology. At the start of this faculty in the year 2000
as Eindhoven was growing as a design city, we needed, besides the Design
Academy, an engineering approach towards design. I believe that Industrial
Design has been doing a good job in accomplishing that.“
Jan Mengelers: “The studies of Biomedical Technology, Engineering Management
and Industrial Design slowly emerged from Mechanical Engineering. I think
Industrial Design is formed because the we discovered that pure technical
solutions could not be created without considering the design side of it. Now
the fledgling faculty has grown into a full fledged one and should always be
part of any University of Technology. And although the faculty is maybe in a
turbulent time at the moment, this does not mean Industrial Design has no
right to exist.”
What can other faculties learn from ID?
Hans van Duijn: “Industrial Design strives to educate its students as the engineers
of the future. The structure of the Bachelor College and the existence of the
USE-courses have been inspired by this philosophy. I believe that throughout
the years other faculties have already shifted towards the same approach as
Industrial Design.”
Jan Mengelers: “There lies a great opportunity in collaborations between
faculties which occurs too little at this point. The clients should be found within

lay-out: Luke Noothout

the university. I think it’s strange that the other faculties don’t ask ID for help
by design-related problems and the other way around. I hope that one day these
collaborations can be established.”

“If you, as a student, have something to say
about this, please do so at the right moments.”
How can the research aspect of ID be improved?
Hans van Duijn: “As mentioned before, I believe that ID should look for
collaborations within other faculties of the university. If only ID opens its
doors for these faculties, it will see that money for research will flow.”
Jan Mengelers: “There’s no question in whether the faculty has the right to
exist or whether it fits the university, but rather how it interconnects with the
other faculties and how it becomes a part of the cash flows within research.
Yes, Industrial Design students already do implement working with clients in
their project, but that does not cover the finances of doing research.”
What do you envision for the study programme of ID?
Hans van Duijn: “The difference between ID students and other design students
is that they have a solid base of knowledge for which they have been examined.
It will be quite a change but ID should have such a structured education as
well.”
Jan Mengelers: “It is remarkable that around 40% of the Industrial Design
Students do not continue in the master’s programme after their bachelors
degree. A study consists out of two parts; the bachelor is aimed to be a phase
of discovery and learning while the master is there to provide depth and
prepare for a job. We believe that a true meaningful degree that takes our
students a step further in their career includes the master’s degree as well.”
Hans van Duijn: “I believe that with the changes that the faculty is currently
going through, ID will be a mix of the old and new. The students have the best
of both worlds: a solid base of knowledge together with a project-based
education.”
“If however, you as a student, have something to say about this, please do so
at the right moments, like at the coffee machine. You are after all what we do
it for!”
To end this interview, we asked both gentlemen if they have anything they
want to pass on to the readers of the UNiD: “Through this interview, we would
like to compliment Miguel Bruns, Lin Lin Chen and Aarnout Brombacher, who
are doing a great job in changing a curriculum while balancing the values of
Industrial Design with the vision of the university.
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ARTICLE

THE
CORE
OF
ID
We are at a turning point; it is right after
the implementation of Bachelor College
and all the changes it brought, but just
before another enormous transition. A
transition caused by the move to
Laplace, but also by the problems
brought by the Bachelor College and an
explosive growth of the faculty. We are
making a new start in a new building
and with a new educational model, while
holding on to Bachelor College. This is
the perfect moment for reflection: what
went wrong in the past and most
importantly, what is to become of this
faculty in the future?

lay-out: Otis Overdijk

In the last couple of years, some say, we

Design and its students are different; it is

have drifted away from the core of Industrial

something we are proud of. We do not want

Design. The new system tries to bring this

to be like the rest. As Miguel Bruns Alonso,

back by reintroducing the design studio,

our director of education clearly states

with its junior employees. Reintroducing

though, he believes that it is sometimes

the link with industry too, as one of our

necessary to fit in at least for a little bit, in

strong points has always been our

order to be understood, cooperate and grow

experience with real life projects. However,

big. Being different will always let that

the new system also provides us with more

skepticism others have about Industrial

structure, especially in the first year. Is the

Design linger. We deserve to be appreciated

idea of educating self-directed learners not

for our work, something that might only be

lost with this? Where is the chaos of starting

achieved by adapting just a little to others.

a project without knowing where to start
and finding out if you are really a designer?

There are many uncertainties about our

Does that not belong to our core?

near and far future. It almost feels like we
are in an identity crisis, creating a division

The complaints on the structure of the new

between those in favor of the traditional

system can also be seen as denial though.

versus people with a more progressive

How many times during our first semester

opinion. There are high expectations,

did we wish for some more prior knowledge?

though some people are afraid of the new.

I have heard some Master students scream,

I think that we have to start the coming

“But then why do we not dare to admit? Is it because
we are afraid that we will lose our uniqueness?”
‘I want to start again, why wasn’t this there

semester with an open mind, trying to enjoy

when I started?!’ The obligatory basic

the new way of working. Either way we will

assignments that are going to be given in

have to cope with it, so we will be better off

the new first year might just be that base

profiting from its new possibilities!

we’ve secretly missed, but that most of us
do not dare to admit.
But then why do we not dare to admit? Is it

Emma van Zoelen

because we are afraid that we will lose our
uniqueness? More subjects with lectures
and lessons, less projects, that sounds a lot
like the rest of the faculties. We have always
been keen to tell everyone that Industrial
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ARTICLE

the

power
After Miguel’s talk, most of us know about the coming

changes. But why do we get all these changes, and where
are we heading? We interviewed Miguel, about the details
of the changes, but more about his vision on our future.

of ID

After Miguel’s talk, most of us know about the coming

These problems came up a little faster than we had

was too much. Industrial Design on its own is already

changes. Many people still wonder what the reason

hoped and expected.

quite complex for first years, and if something like the

behind this is though. Why do we need all these changes,

The core of the Bachelor College problem is that the two

Bachelor College is added to that, it becomes so much

and where are we heading? Therefore I interviewed

different ways of providing education don’t match. The

that first years really lose their way.

Miguel not only about the details of the changes, but

certainty in the basic courses is easier than setting goals

mostly about his vision on our future.

yourself.

Of course, starting next semester, we are moving to
the Laplace building. The direct consequence of this

“We had to change because, while preparing for the

With the Bachelor College, a lot of complexity was

for current students is that they are going to get a much

accreditation, we foresaw three challenges. These were:

added to the system. Complexity is good, because

nicer workplace, because we gave the best places to the

our integration with the Bachelor College, the financial

the world becomes more complex and you need to

students. You are going to get a beautiful design studio!

problem, and the growth of the student population.

learn how to cope with that complexity. However, it

Besides that, the way we work with projects and experts

lay-out: Otis Overdijk, foto: Femke Maas

is going to change. The vision on the future is that

look more at the long term.

even more. With the coming changes I try to already

we need to work with bigger companies like Philips,

In general, an interesting phenomenon that we see

build towards that. As department of Industrial Design,

Heijmans, Adidas, BMW, with which we already have

happening now is the growing link with the industry.

you have to make sure that you can, in a creative

contacts, to look at long term projects that will last for

Several hubs are appearing and going to appear around

way, bring different people together and lead projects

several years instead of just one semester. Then we can

the campus where students from different departments

that have a high engineering level. After all, we are a

also invite people from those companies as teachers

work together on projects that really have impact. This

university of technology, and the role the designer has

and to support with coaching.

is a step further than next year, this is about the future

to play is about how you can translate the technology

and how I see the role of the department at the TU/e.

that we have at this university to the user context.

are going to stay longer, this means that the diversity

Industrial Design should facilitate the above process

I see the role of ID much more in making beautiful

of projects will be more consistent. The contexts within

and make sure that these people can talk together. For

propositions that bring technology, developed at TU/e,

which you work will be more fixed and you will have to

me that is the step that I want to go to when we grow

to the people. That is, according to me, the power of ID.”

The projects will be more connected to research and
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So would this mean what we perceive is
never an absolute truth? Yet still we try to
explore the concept of absolute beauty. This
beauty is expressed in translations
unambiguous to all people, the foundations
of which can be found in nature, the laws
of physics and physiology. This is the alpha
frame of reference, the truth of how the
world works and how nature shows its
beauty. A universal language.
The taoist philosopher Alan Watts once said:
“if you look at the waves on the beach, you’ll
notice they never make an aesthetic
mistake.”
Through this this universal language we
have some common ground in what we
perceive as beautiful. We have created
guidelines which help us explore beauty. In
creative processes we can try to adhere to

L

U

T

E

these guidelines to help translate our vision
better. But these guidelines remain nothing
more than guidelines and nobody is a clean

T

R

U

T

H

slate imbued with just the laws of nature.
A creative process will always be an interplay

We explore our world through perception,

past experiences, unique for every single

between multiple parties, each translating

‘waarnemen’ in Dutch. This literally

person. We use this frame of reference to

their own perception. Whether collaborating

translates to ‘truth taking’. So going by the

translate our perception to the outer world.

artists have difficulties conveying their

Dutch definition, perceiving something means

So two people may have had the exact same

vision to each other or an audience fails to

perceiving it in its true form. But is this really

dream but describe it as a very different

see the beauty in an abstract piece of art,

an absolute? Or do we all have different

image. You could compare your own

we need to be aware we can not perceive an

translations of our perception?

perception to that of the Himba people of

absolute truth. So translation, through

Northern Namibia, who have only four

whatever medium, might be the most

When we perceive something, we actively

words to describe different groups of color.

important part of any creative process.

take note of what we see. It is not until we

This results in them having difficulty

start to translate this perception that we

distinguishing between blue and green

create definitions and opinions about what

because these are covered under the same

we see. But since we have a difficulty naming

description but allows them to ‘see’ a larger

new things we like to compare everything

array of greens because these are perceived

we perceive to what we already know to be

through different words. Language is a big

true. Our frame of reference.

factor that informs this personal perception.

Our frame of reference is largely filled with

.

“If you look at the waves on
the beach, you’ll notice they
never make an aesthetic
mistake”
Tom Raijmakers

lay-out: Hannah Keulen
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ALUMNI PROJECTS

“To start a company you need some
positive naivety, otherwise you won’t do
it. A good idea with a working prototype
might be the corner stone of your
company but a lot needs to happen
before an operational company arises.”
Says Chris Heger, founder of SmartGoals
- together with Sjef Fransen, Mark de
Graaf and Mark Gerritsen.

First things first: what is SmartGoals?

The big question is: how does a research

at the upcoming Dutch Design Week. With

“In essence SmartGoals is fun training; fun

project turn into a successful start-up?

prize money, an incubator and money from

training creates motivated players and with

In his M1.2 research project, Chris pondered

the Eindhoven Investment Fund they were

motivated

performance

the process of decision making in the realm

able to produce two large prototype

improvement can be achieved. Moreover,

of sports. After his research project, and

iterations upgrading their DIY prototype to

it is a tool to dynamically train certain skills

together with the public acknowledgement

a slick looking product, which wouldn’t

that players need, like: overview,

and praise both within and outside the

break every week and would neither harm

coordination & speed. This goes for amateur

faculty, Chris was determined to walk the

the players.

clubs and youth teams, but also for

road beyond the confined walls of Industrial

Champions league teams. On the other hand

Design.

players

SmartGoals is a means for sport clubs to

It might seem as an easy ride, but as Chris
explains through what is called “Het

retain their members by making training

During a short internship at the UCE group,

Brabants Waarderings Model”, there is a lot

more appealing.”

he further developed a strategic plan for

of work and commitment involved.

SmartGoals, which was supposed to exhibit

lay-out: Oscar van Beek

including a
In this value assessment model, a good idea
table plan
working prototype is only 1 point. A well execu
In order
s.
point
10
is
rs
with all participatory stakeholde
s. Now
point
to realize your plan you need investors: 100
ts from the
you have 111 points and with the investmen
the execution
previous phase you can now proceed to
prototype
two
their
of
phase: 1000 points. At the point
and third
d
upgrades they were only in between the secon
phase!
tor and reliable
For the last phase they needed a large inves
their toughest
d
production partner; VDL Group. This prove
as their most
challenge yet. However, one thing strikes me
uity. They did
important factor to success: strategic ingen
lementary
comp
of
trio
a
not only start SmartGoals, but
of sports
kinds
enterprises –Spinnov (to develop all
and prod uce
prod ucts) , Smar tGoa ls (to deve lop
tSports (to
SmartGoals) and daughter company Smar
ion their
ment
to
Not
lly).
market and sell SmartGoals globa
ing a
show
by
ability to connect with the right people
skill.
strong perseverance and entrepreneurial

that Chris has
And the story doesn’t end here. It’s clear
are looking
they
big plans for the future and on top of that
oping these
for talented interns to assist them in devel
programming
plans! So if you have some affinity with
innovation
sports
in
sted
and prototyping and you’re intere
then definitely visit their website!

joke’ derived
The name SmartGoals started as an ‘office
goals. Their
T
SMAR
ed
from, you guessed it: our belov
tGoals!”
Smar
are
slogan: “those aren’t SMART goals, these

Ingmar Nieuweboer
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ALUMNI PROJECTS

WhatsApp and other messen
ger Apps enable everybody
to reach
anybody at anyplace, on any
time; a beautiful and useful
concept.
However, does this devalue
the interaction itself?

Effortless,

thought,

So where do you start your start-up? As

One year, and a total of 23.000 lines of code

exchanging messages is very efficient but

without

much

Terence, the younger brother, was still

later, Surprisely is completely finished for

the basis of natural human interaction lacks.

graduating, Nicolas went into the real world:

Android and iOS. By learning to program it

For any meaningful human interaction to

“I am going to talk to everybody whom I can

themselves they not only saved money, they

happen you need a physical place and time.

talk to and absorb what they have to say”.

showed to investors they are committed,

Normal messenger Apps completely

they are capable of achieving something

disregard half of the quality of human

First Nicolas met with Ad van Berlo and the

and that they understand their own product.

interaction; the place.

Innovation Lab who then referred to other

With a finished product and their earlier

companies, perpetually gaining knowledge

gained network, they’re ready to enter the

The brothers Terence and Nicolas Nelson

and expanding their network, but eventually

market.

saw the opportunity and created Surprisely.

he was unable to persuade investors.

Surprisely is an App which enables messages

So download Surprisely, try it out and keep

and pictures to be exchanged specified to a

“It’s important to have a prototype of some

in touch, because updates and more

location. Instead of mindlessly chatting, you

level. The Dutch investment environment

functionality will follow! Are you going to

can consciously leave surprise messages,

is very restrained. They would ask what we

be the first to use the next WhatsApp?

pictures and more for friends and family to

already produced and what our turnover

find.

was. We didn’t have anything yet, therefore
they wouldn’t invest.”

Was Surprisely always this concept? Not at
all; the aforementioned concept was of

“First we wanted to outsource programmers,

respectively small significance in the

because we weren’t skilled enough. We ran

Graduation project of Nicolas. However,

into a vicious cycle where we would need

when further elaborating on location based

money to build a product and a product to

messaging Nicolas realized it being the true

get money. Then we said: fuck it, we’re

potential of Surprisely.

building it ourselves.”

lay-out: Oscar van Beek

Ingmar Nieuweboer

From the perspective of the value assessment model mentioned by Chris from SmartGoals, they have obtained
a total of 11 points. Obviously, Surprisely is a completely different kind of start-up compared to SmartGoals.
Surprisely could cover a lot of ground with the financial support of “friends, fools and family”, while SmartGoals
was dependent on much larger investments. What’s interesting, though, are their similarities: they both utilized
the knowledge and the network granted by our faculty, they both had the early help of an incubator or another
kind of investment, and they both shifted to being more entrepreneurs rather than solely designers. These
similarities can be seen as virtues for your future start-up!

Nicolas
‘The Philosopher’
“I am chaotic with my ideas”
A thousand words say more
than a prototype.
Programmed Arduino for the
first time in his Master.
Terence
‘The Programmer’
“Things have to be practical”
A prototype says more than a
thousand words.
Made a working prototype in
all his projects.
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DIY

Before there were digital printers, which made the
prints faster but the process horrible (not saying any
names, ReproShop), people had to do the printing all by
themselves. Silk-screen printing is a press technique
that uses a very fine raster. By creating a negative of
your design on this raster, you create a stencil, which is
used to press ink through, onto paper. With this
technique you can endlessly play with colours and
different materials. It’s definitely worth an
extracurricular activity. So where to start?

lay-out: Luke Noothout

Note: Although daglicht is a very neat

Note: Prints can be done on paper, but also

This can be done with graphic software, but

working place, there is always ink somewhere.

on other (flat) materials. Think about wood,

you can also make a drawing by hand using

Make sure you wear your working clothes

aluminum, etc.

dark ink or charcoal. Make sure your lines

instead of your lovely sunday outfit.

1.

Create your design

aren’t too thin: thin lines are very hard to
press, since the ink easily clogs in there.

6.

Select your screen

Advised is to have at least strokes of 5pt.

Select a screen with a suitable raster: for

Fabienne van Leiden

textile printing you need a larger raster size
2.

Layers

because the ink is thicker, but if you have a

Every color you want to use for the print

very fine image you can use a fine raster.

has to have a different raster. So put every

Note: At the beginning of this technique silk

color in its own layer.

had one of the finest rasters and therefore
was used for this printing: this is where the

3.

Make every layer black…

name silk screen printing comes from.

…really black. Only the black parts of your

Nowadays the rasters are mechanically

design will be part of your screen and

produced, altough some artists still value

therefore your print. Do you want to create

using silk.

different tones? You can do this with
hatching, which is done by drawing very

7.

thin lines close to each other, the closer the

Coat both sides of your screen with light-

Make your screen

lines the darker the effect. But actually you

sensitive emulsion. After this emulsion is

can do this with any kind of pattern. Don’t

dry you can place your design in front of

be afraid to experiment!

the screen. Put the design the way you want
it to be printed. After this the screen is

4.

Prepare for print

exposed to a high-UV radiation (if you want

Finally, you have to make a film by printing

to get nicely tanned this is the moment!)

your layers on transparent sheets. You can

and the emulsion will dry. This is why your

get these at the ReproShop and use the

design needed to be really black, if it’s not

printers there to print on them. In order to

black enough you get holes in your screen.

make it as black as possible, make sure as

Once exposed, you can rinse the screen and

many ink as possible goes on the transparent

your print will reveal itself.

sheets (let those printers suffer!). You do
this by setting all printer settings to the

8.

highest quality.

And then it is finally time to print: attatch

Print

your screen to the printing bench, put a
5.

Go to Daglicht

paper underneath the screen, select a nice

Daglicht is a printing studio located at the

color and get your squeegee. Apply the ink

end of the TU/e Campus, open every weekday

at the top of your print and use the squeegee

from 10:00 to 17:00. After an obligatory

to press the ink trough the paper on the

introduction, students can print for a rate

design. Don’t expect your first prints to be

of €1,40 per hour.

perfect, this technique needs some training.
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VERSUS

Money
vs
lay-out: Renee Noortman

Paul McCartney (from The Beatles) got

Anyone who’s worked a day in his life can

later on greatly appreciated legacy. If he

paid a lot of money to teach me that

stand for the fact that making money means

would have answered to the artistic

making compromises. You bow down to the

standards of his time, he would have made

crown; your boss, your client, your audience,

his paintings less dark and more lively as

you name it. They will pull your strings and

was expected from him. He could have died

make you tango on your own. In return, you

a wealthy prisoner to society. Luckily for

money “can’t buy me love”. Jenny (from
“The Block”) elaborated, while also
getting highly paid, that “love don’t cost
a thing”. This seems to make perfect

get to eat out of the palm of their hand. The

us, but tragically for him, he didn’t. Needless

sense. Having that said, it is clear what

less you resist, the easier it gets to bring

to say, both options have their pros and cons.

money cannot do. What can it do,

home the bacon. The bacon, of course, being

though?

financial security provided by a lack of

People are designed to live until they die in

creative integrity induced by a suppressed

a world where making a living, apparently,

For one, money can buy me art. Hell, money

personality.

means making money. Unfortunately

could even buy me an actual artist. The
artist, on the other hand, can choose to sell
his or her art to me; they can sell bits and
pieces of their heart to me. Expressions of
the soul can be sold and bought. As a
potential soul buyer, I can’t help but
wonder... aren’t we playing with fire? Isn’t
soul-buying supposed to be the devil’s work?

making a living out of making art is not, nor
Of course some people don’t care much for

has it ever been, uncompromised. “Give the

bacon and others are full blown vegetarians.

people what they want”, they say. Well you

Take the great painter Vincent van Gogh as

are the people. What do you want? You

an example. Besides supposedly literally

either cut the strings at the risk of falling,

being a vegetarian, he also stuck to his

or you grow so attached to them that they

artistic visions and values. The result? He

become your shadow. If they do, where does

committed suicide. He died poor and

that leave you?

underappreciated, but he did die leaving a

Creative
Integrity

Meis Suker
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INTERNSHIP

Internship
Dennis became interested in design for healthcare during a project called
“Seize the Day”. “It was interesting to develop something for people with
autism. It helped me to shape my vision.” His interest in social and empathic
design brought him to GGzE where he could immediately begin. GGzE offers
help and support for people with serious, multiple and often prolonged
psychiatric problems. Each year, they help more than twenty thousand people
from the regions of Eindhoven and De Kempen.

lay-out: Naomi Kool

Dennis was free to decide his own design

into a social area and a private area by

He left us with some final words of advice.

process. “Working at GGzE is different

varying the light’s intensity.”		

“Choose something which you really like to

compared to working at a normal company

			

do and are motivated about. Your internship

because I was free in my own planning. The

“I’ve always designed with some sort of

does not necessarily have to be at a design

workflow was similar to that of a TU/e

distance between me and the user. However,

company. Industrial Designers’ creative

project but I was now a designer in a

when I started designing at GGzE, I really

ideas and free minds are interesting to

professional setting. This enabled me to

got to know the users. I noticed that user-

companies. When you deliver on these

have close contact with my clients and the

centered design works very different than

aspects, you can start you internship

professionals at GGzE, which I really

I always thought. The use of User Focus

anywhere. You can always contribute

enjoyed.”

methods made me experienced in getting

something to a company, so don’t limit

					

valuable feedback from my clients by

yourself in your internship choice.”

			

playing with the communication. Which

One of the departments at GGzE is the E-Lab,

was really fun to explore.”

which can be seen as GGzE’s Silicon Valley.
They develop the products and services that
professionals within GGzE ask for. “I was in
charge of a focus group of people with light
psychiatric impairments. I also developed
a methodology that enables people to
effectively design for such a focus group

“The challenge was to
give the focus group a
mindset of giving
valuable feedback”

Martijn Lam

and retrieve valuable and honest feedback
from user tests or discussions.”

We asked Dennis what he thought about

				

design for healthcare in the future. “I think

While he was working with the focus group,

design will be playing a big role in the

Dennis also worked on a lighting system for

healthcare sector. Phillips is focusing more

the lobby of GGzE. “The focus group told

on their healthcare projects, which creates

me that they could not have a professional

a lot of possibilities for. Our increasing

conversation in the lobby because they felt

knowledge and understanding of the human

restricted in their privacy. The social lighting

body and mind will also open up

system I developed creates more social

opportunities for design interventions.”

balance in the lobby by dividing the lobby
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Tom Raijmakers

lay-out: Ismael Velo
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ARTICLE

DESIGN
from

WITHIN
the

CONTEXT
Yasemin Arslan

lay-out: Marijn van der Steen

I realized that working from within the context
supports me to act as a bridge between different
views to discover patterns and find opportunities.
Our faculty teaches me that as a designer I

I realized that working from within the

can transform society. For this it is

context supports me to act as a bridge

fundamental that I develop a clear vision

between different views to discover patterns

on design, discover my identity and direct

and find opportunities. This changed my

my expertise through reflecting. While I

approach and made me more conscious of

was making steady progress, my concepts

my position. A major inspiration in this

were innovative and relevant but difficult

process of change has been the following

to implement. After many reflections I

quote by Gandhi: “be the change you want

noticed this was due to the gap between my

to see in the world”. As I am no activist but

designs and the real world. I participated

a designer, I translated this as “concretize

in modules where I grew familiar with

the change you want to see in a specific

“design from within the context” and why

context”. This way it became possible to

we need to do this. At the moment I follow

create concepts that have an impact in the

courses from the social science of cultural

world because they are strongly linked to

anthropology to learn more about

the reality they are designed for. Through

understanding a context from a different

this article I would like to give a little peak

discipline before I graduate.

in the approach I composed to design from
within the context and hopefully inspire

I learned that before thinking of making

you to dive into the context of your design

changes, full immersion in the context is

activity! I have constructed this approach

necessary. I need to gain insight in the

with insights from anthropology as well as

current situation from different perspectives

our own discipline to explain what I mean

to understand underlying needs of people.

with context, change and concretize.
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ARTICLE

Context: observe,
explore & participate.
The world is not a blank canvas. We should
never forget that we design for people
within a specific context. Simply put there
are two ways to obtain insight in your
context of choice. The social science of
cultural anthropology calls it “participant
observation” and uses this methodology to
gain understanding of an unknown culture.
As a designer you might be more familiar
with the buzzword “contextmapping” and
activities as observing, exploring and
embodying.
Observing is insightful to gain knowledge
from an outsider’s perspective, for instance
by shadowing certain happenings.
Observing can happen through recording,

through talking, interviewing people or

everything should be reasoned from a

participating in the encountered activity. It

“why”, “how” and “what” structure. Through

is important to be flexible as I am observing

this, I approached my vision as why I want

and participating while adjusting my

to do something, my identity and expertise

attitude to what the situation asks of me.

as how I would like to do this, and my design

Anthropology teaches to be very conscious

activity as what I am going to do.

about our own prejudices and perspectives
to avoid colored observations although this

Being conscious about the why and how

remains difficult. It is crucial that I only

helps to gain awareness in what you value

stick to descriptions of what I discover

and would like to contribute, strengthened

without drawing conclusions for as long as

by the insights gained in the context. If you

possible. I experienced that jumping to

feel like you have enough information, you

conclusions too early narrows my

can start making translations from

understanding and keeps me from truly

describing

being in the context.

experiences towards defining them. This

observations

and

helps to concretize your contribution or to

Change: your vision,
identity and expertise
as the guide.

filming, taking photographs or writing about
feelings, thoughts and perceptions.

My vision, identity, interests and expertise

Anthropology explains that the first

play an enormous role in translating

confrontation with a context is very special.

observations to concrete directions,

You will notice little things that become

opportunities and challenges. Having a clear

normal as time passes or see stuff which

vision on design is a fundamental

people have become ignorant of. Through

requirement to transform society. Simon

participating, I gather in-depth information

Sinek’s model of the Golden Circle helped

about certain observations that are more

me to find patterns in my work to start

from an insider perspective. This can be

developing expertise. It teaches that

lay-out: Marijn van der Steen

your

discover opportunities and work towards
the what you want to do.

Concretize: connect,
embody and define.
To concretize, I first structure all my
information by separating it into clusters
and subcategories. Creating this overview
helps to link observations and to find
patterns. From here on I can connect the
dots to discover opportunities, challenges
or the feeling of the best possible direction.
After this I make use of several design tools

such as personas, journey maps or value
propositions to dive further into the world
of the target group and its needs.
Furthermore it helps me to integrate others’
perspectives of stakeholders to find common
ground to build concepts upon.
All of this helps me to embody the
perspective of my target group by
approaching everything from a first person
perspective. Their context becomes my
context and their concern becomes my
concern. I bundle this with my design
perspective to work bottom-up, connected
to their reality. My vision guides me in the
connections I make and decisions I take for
the path to continue on. My identity and
expertise help to discover how I want to
design for this opportunity. While continuing
in my process I keep in touch with the
context as I have to validate my direction,
evaluate designs and find possible partners

Designing from within the context will
help you to be engaged in how the
world works while supporting you to
build a bridge between its reality and
the change you want to see.
Conclusion.
Working from within the context offers great
inspiration and will make you realize that
most design opportunities are right in front
of you. You just need to process the insights
you gain and combine them with your
ability to connect and create. Designing from
within the context will help you to be
engaged in how the world works while
supporting you to build a bridge between
its reality and the change you want to see.

through the acquired network.
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that is better than the current thing
Thijs te Velde

ARCADE MACHINE
From the moment home consoles supported games
that looked better, arcades slowly began to disappear.
Which is a shame, because a great deal of the
competitiveness and social aspects of gaming went
with it. With arcades, it wasn’t about the games
itself, but about the social environment and meeting
other people. Also, the elaborate controllers of
arcade machines like steering wheels and guns,
added a whole new dimension to the immersion of
playing. They are a relic of a time where you played
video games to make real friends. That is, until the
friendship ended over a game of Pong.

STRAIGHT RAZOR
Shaving with a straight razor is not only a wholesome
ritual to adopt (having a sharp knife to your throat
in the morning makes you wake up and allows you
to gather your thoughts before your start the day),
it also comes with a host of other benefits. It helps
preventing bumps and rashes, actually scrubs away
dead skin and bacteria and makes you invest time
in your appearance. Also, it saves you money in the
long run because buying a straight razor is a onetime investment - provided you maintain it well.

lay-out: Ismael Velo

CASSETTE TAPE
Cassette tapes, along with vinyl, offer tangible and
tactile pleasures that aren’t available in the digital
world. They’re also a nice way to discover obscure
music, especially from other parts of the world like
the Middle Eastern, Indian and other Asian street
or folk music, where cassettes are still a common
format there because they are cheap to reproduce.
Cassettes were also the first way for consumers to
record songs off the radio and make their own
mixtape to listen to or give to others. And what’s a
better gift than a well-considered collection of music,
made just for you? Of course, these mixtapes would
break, but that’s what we’ve got pens for.

SLIDE PROJECTOR
In yesteryear, slide projectors were used for giving
presentations (and for showing your huge collection
of boring holiday pictures to friends). Slide projectors
are great, because they not only forced you to think
harder about the content of your presentation, they
also offered a crisper image quality than most digital
screens around today. Also, these machines were
known to be very reliable, which is an upside if
you’re used to digital beamers. Attendees would be
sure of the accuracy of the images since you can’t
photoshop analog images. Using special glasses, you
could also use dual slide projectors to give your
presentations in glorious 3D. How cool is that?
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lay-out: Stijn Stumpel
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DESIGN YOUR OWN LAMP

For all students: 10% discount on your purchase (shipping
costs excluded). Use the code “UNDSB10” at checkout on the
website. Valid until April 30, 2015.
VISIT OUR STORE: NIEUWE BINNENWEG 190, ROTTERDAM | SNOERBOER.NL | SNOERBOER.COM

Een nieuw concept-restaurant met balLen!
HandgedraAid, versbereid met pure ingrediënten.

INTRODUCTIEactie

2 menu
gratis
openingstijden keuken wo t/m zon 18.00-00.00 uur

alLeenu’s
enm
balL10 euro

ETEN, Drinken, dansen en livemuziek: het is bal!
CHECK ons programMa op wWw.tuchthuis.nu Stratumseind 28 - 040 720 0934

actie geldig t/m woensdag 1 april 2015
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